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ONE

Fostering and Engaging
a Productive Workforce
In 2019, Edays and Censuswide surveyed over 250 senior HR leaders –
all managers or higher in their profession. We wanted to get closer to
the HR community to understand various issues, including technology,
productivity and the decision-making process.
The results of the survey paint an interesting picture of the current
HR landscape. They offer key insights into what’s currently holding HR
specialists back and into the sort of solutions they feel would help
them improve.

5 Key Findings from our HR Leaders’ Productivity Survey

1

2

3

Most HR leaders believe that

Gathering feedback from the

Personal development plans

poor systems are negatively

workforce is currently the most

are the most popular tool

affecting not just their

popular strategy for increasing

for enhancing efficiency and

productivity, but everyone’s

workplace productivity.

productivity.

productivity.

4

5

Many HR leaders plan to improve

Closely tracking absences and

efficiency through digitalisation.

sicknesses is an increasingly
popular method of supporting
workplace productivity.
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TWO

Which Factor Most Negatively Affects
Productivity in the Workplace?
The top five barriers that most negativity affect employee
productivity in the workplace

42%
34%

Poor systems

Office politics

32%

32%

Lack of
leadership, or lack
of flexible working

Regular absences
or sicknesses

28%

Micromanagement

The perception varied depending on the
participant’s level of seniority and the size of their
company. For example, 47% of respondents in
middle management identified poor systems as
the biggest obstacle to employee productivity,
compared to 36% of respondents in senior
management.
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Lack of leadership appears to be a bigger problem for bigger
companies. 44% of respondents who work for a company with more
than 500 employees identified a lack of leadership as the biggest
obstacle to employee productivity. This is compared to 23% of
respondents who work in a company with 100-249 employees.

44%

This might have something to do with the ratio of managers to
employees. It may be a bigger challenge for a leader to share their vision
and inspire a team of 500+ than it would be for a team of 100 or so.

of respondents who work
for a company with more than
500 employees identified
a lack of leadership as the
biggest obstacle to
employee productivity.
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The top five areas that are currently preventing HR managers
from doing their jobs effectively

39%

37%
23%

Poor systems

Office politics

Micromanagement

Poor systems appear to be a much bigger problem
for HR managers in bigger companies. 52% of
respondents who work in a company with more
than 500 employees identified poor systems as the

22%

Lack of
leadership

21%

Lack of flexible
working, or regular
absences and
sicknesses

Poor systems appear to be
a much bigger problem for HR
managers in bigger companies.

single biggest barrier to their productivity. This is
compared to just 31% of respondents who work in
a company of 100-249 employees.
This makes sense. The more employees a HR
manager must manage, the more problems they’ll
have to face and the more paperwork they’ll have to
process. Poor systems can make any HR manager’s
job considerably harder. It must be a logistical
nightmare to manage the needs of a large workforce
when all you must rely on is paper, spreadsheets
and systems that aren’t fit for purpose.
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THREE

How Do You Currently Try to Support and Increase
Workplace Productivity and Efficiency?
The top five most popular methods
for increasing workplace productivity
and efficiency are:

Studies show that flexible working will be the
standard for more than 70% of the UK workforce
by 2020. We previously assumed that this shift in
working patterns was the result of changing worker

59%

Gathering feedback
from the workforce

expectations. However, it seems that the shift is
coming from the top-down, too. You can read our
complete guide to flexible working here.
It’s encouraging that 42% of respondents recognise

53%

Training
HR staff

that closely tracking absences and sicknesses is the
secret to boosting productivity. If you understand
the absence trends in your organisation, you can
introduce policies and procedures to safeguard your

53%

Addressing the
most pressing
issues first

business against disruption. For further exploration
of how understanding your absence trends can help
you improve productivity, download your free state
of absence whitepaper here.

42%
32%

Tracking absences
and sickness more
closely
Enforcing
flexible working

It’s also very encouraging that the most popular
method for increasing workplace productivity
and efficiency is through gathering feedback from
the workforce. Nobody understands a job better
than the person who does it every day. Asking the
workforce for advice on how to boost productivity
will send a strong message to every worker: That
their opinions count and that they are valued. But
even better, this approach will likely give you the
sort of insights that could make a difference in
productivity and efficiency.
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FOUR

What Tools and Methods Do You Use to Enhance
Efficiency and Productivity?
The five most popular tools and methods for enhancing
efficiency and productivity are:

58%

38%

Personal
development
plans

Objective
setting

48%

Staff
surveys

46%

Reward
schemes

39%

Engagement
initiatives

The use of personal development plans and staff surveys as tools to boost
efficiency and productivity is in keeping with the number one strategy
identified above. Both are simply different methods of gathering feedback
from the workforce.
Reward schemes and engagement initiatives can make a huge difference in
efficiency and productivity. Schemes that offer short-term or superficial rewards
may not work to boost efficiency. The most effective schemes are those that
champion a good work/life balance for employees. You can read our full guide
to the most effective employee benefits here.
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Beyond these five most popular tools and methods, 31% of respondents
claim to use software to replace manual tasks to enhance efficiency

31%

and productivity. HR tech can make many of the most popular methods
of boosting productivity considerably easier. For example, with the
right software, closely monitoring absence and sickness trends become
a straightforward and simple process, while automated reports can
help HR managers identify key trends with ease. Learn more about
how absence management systems can boost efficiency and

of respondents claim to use
software to replace manual
tasks to enhance efficiency

productivity here.
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FIVE

How Do You Plan to Support Workplace
Productivity in the Future?
The five most popular plans to support workplace
productivity in the future are:

59%

51%

Gathering feedback
from the workforce

Addressing the most
pressing issues first

40%

53%

Training
HR staff

40%

Tracking absence
and sickness
more closely

Enforcing flexible
working
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You may have noticed that this list is essentially identical to the list above.
The percentage of respondents for each plan might be slightly different.
But from this, we might imply that, when it comes to supporting workplace
productivity, most HR managers plan to keep doing what they’ve always done.
As the old saying goes: “If it isn’t broke, don’t fix it.” But that might not be what’s
happening here. Except for “enforcing flexible working”, each of these plans could
be said to refer to an ongoing process.
Take the top two most popular plans – gathering feedback from the workforce
and training HR staff. Neither of these should be the sort of processes that
a business will carry out once and then never consider again. Training, in
particular, should be routine for all members of staff and not just for those
who work in HR. Head here to read our guide to identifying and acting on staff
training and development needs.
It’s easy to imagine how “addressing the most pressing issues first” could become
an ongoing process. The issues you identify as “most pressing” might change
depending on several factors. For example, it won’t matter too much if you’re
short on staff during a quiet time of the year, but it will matter quite a bit during
one of your busiest months.
Tracking absence and sickness trends are absolutely an ongoing process.
The longer you track your absence and sickness trends, the more data you’ll
gather. And if you have a lot of data to draw from, you can make better-informed
decisions when designing and implementing the plans and policies that will
reduce absenteeism and boost productivity in your business.
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SIX

What is Slowing Down Your HR Processes?
The five biggest factors that slow down HR processes are:

30%
40%

39%

Lack of
digitalisation

36%

Hierarchy of
decision process

37%

Lack of
training

Difficulty
implementing
new processes

Lack of support
from senior
management

Interestingly, lack of digitalisation appears to be the single biggest factor slowing
HR processes down. Because two of the other factors specified – the hierarchy
of the decision process and the difficulty implementing new processes – could
themselves be solved by effective digitalisation.
The hierarchy of the decision process could slow down the HR processes in
several ways. But by way of example, let’s consider an everyday HR task that’s
vital to the success of any business – booking time off for an employee.
In many organisations, this process begins with an employee sending an email,
either to their line manager or to HR. Whoever’s received this email will have to
check the employee’s holiday allowance and ensure that their absence won’t create
any issues with staffing levels. They’ll then have to get clearance from whoever’s
responsible for signing-off on leave requests. The whole process is immensely
time-consuming. And the more employees that work in an organisation, the more
time will have to be dedicated to these essential everyday tasks.
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But with digitalisation, rather than sending an email
to HR, an employee can log in to a secure cloudbased system. They’ll immediately see how much
leave allowance they have remaining and they can
make their leave request at the touch of a button.
Whoever’s responsible for signing-off on leave

Good HR tech can also be
made to implement with
existing systems to ensure
there’s minimum disruption
during the crossover period.

requests will then get a notification and then they
too can either approve or deny the request in an

start using it with the minimum of training. Good HR

instant. The whole leave-booking process can be

tech can also be made to implement with existing

completed in a matter of minutes. And the more

systems to ensure there’s minimum disruption

employees an organisation has, the more time they

during the crossover period.

can expect to save.
So perhaps so many HR managers identify lack
Similarly, digitalisation makes it easy to implement

of digitalisation as the single biggest factor that’s

new processes. Good HR tech will be built to be

slowing down their processes because they

user-friendly. The central idea should be that any

recognise just how many other issues effective

member of staff that must use it can pick it up and

digitalisation could fix?
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SEVEN

How Do You Plan to Deliver Efficient
HR Processes?
Any respondent who indicated that something was slowing down their HR
processes was then invited to consider how they might work to make their HR
processes more efficient.

The five most popular plans for making HR processes
more efficient are:

54%

Training and
development

Increased
digitalisation

47%

Encouraging increased
support from senior
management

47%
39%

More autonomy within
the HR department

New sign-off
procedures

28%

Again, it’s interesting to consider how these solutions might be linked. And once
more, increased digitalisation is the key.
We’ve already explored how good HR systems could lead to more efficient signoff procedures through automating and streamlining crucial workflows. This could
make HR departments more autonomous, as staff and management would be
less beholden to the schedules of busy decision-makers. Though it’s important
to remember, when HR managers say they want more autonomy, they may be
referring to factors beyond the sign-off process.
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Earlier we speculated that bigger businesses could stand to benefit
more from digitalisation than smaller businesses. We reason that the
more employees an organisation has, the more they could stand to
save, in both time and money, through streamlining their processes.

54%

This idea is somewhat reflected in the survey results. 54% of
respondents with 10-20 people in their HR department plan to
use digitalisation to make their HR processes more efficient. This is
compared to just 38% of respondents with fewer than 10 people in
their HR departments.

of respondents with 10-20
people in their HR department
plan to use digitalisation to
make their HR processes
more efficient.
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EIGHT

How Important is it to you to Deliver Efficient HR
Processes so that Senior Management Have Time Freed
Up for Business-Critical Tasks?

62%

36%

2%

of respondents said that it’s

said it is

said it was

“very important”.

“somewhat important”.

“not very important.”

HR managers in bigger (enterprise) companies seem to recognise that
their senior management may be too busy to worry about everyday HR
processes. 72% of respondents who work in a company with more than
500 employees said it’s “very important” for them to free up their senior
management’s time. This is compared to just 50% of respondents who
work in companies with 100-249 employees.

77%

Of course, you can measure the size of a company by more than the
size of its workforce. Annual turnover is a good measure too. And even
then, we see that the bigger the company, the more pressing is the
perceived need to free up time for senior management.
77% of respondents who work in companies with an annual turnover
of £500 million or more said it was “very important” for them to free

of respondents who work in
companies with an annual
turnover of £500 million+ said
it was “very important” for
them to free up their senior
management’s time.

up their senior management’s time. This is compared to just 55% of
respondents who work in a company with an annual turnover between
£1 million and £9.99 million.
This question touches upon the factors that motivate the HR staff to
do their job well. Unfortunately, it was not a very open question, so
we cannot explore other possible motivations that might drive HR
departments in the UK.
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NINE

What Do You Value More – Time Savings
for Senior Management or a Productive
Workforce Driven by Wellbeing Initiatives?
The final question in the survey raises the possibility of a further source of motivation
for HR managers – making the workforce more productive through championing
employee wellbeing.

51%

42%

8%

of respondents were unable
to decide which outcome they
valued more. They claimed
they valued time savings
for senior management just
as much as a productive
workforce driven by
wellbeing initiatives.

of respondents said they
valued wellbeing initiatives
for the whole workforce
over time-saving initiatives
for senior management.

of respondents claimed to
value the needs of senior
management over the greater
wellbeing needs of the
workforce.

The UK workforce may be facing the stress and

If just 8% of HR managers claim to value the needs

mental ill-health epidemic. According to Mind,

of senior management over the wellbeing of the

one in six workers is currently facing mental

workforce, perhaps it’s because they’ve recognised

health problems. Figures from the Mental Health

the pressing need for employee wellbeing.

Foundation reveal that, in 2018, 74% of people felt so
stressed they were overwhelmed or unable to cope.

For more information about employee wellbeing,
get your free essential guide to wellbeing in the

All of this comes at a very real cost to businesses.

workplace here.

Widespread mental health issues are estimated
to result in 91 million lost days, which costs UK
companies up to £15 billion in productivity each year.
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CONCLUSION

HR Leaders Need the Right Tools for the Job
This report reveals that most HR staff know that poor systems
are negatively affecting not just their productivity, but everyone’s
productivity.

40%

47%

of HR managers believe

plan to improve efficiency

that a lack of digitalisation

through digitalisation.

is slowing processes down.

The writing’s on the wall: HR staff feel
that poor systems are slowing them
down. But they know the solution
and the solution is HR tech.
No matter how brilliantly your HR team is currently
performing, HR tech will empower them to perform
better than ever before. With HR tech, you can
automate or streamline almost any complicated
process. And when these crucial business processes
are simple and straightforward, your entire business
will become more productive.
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Edays:
Increasing workplace productivity
Whether you are using paper and spreadsheets or another absence
management/HR system, we can help you improve employee
productivity. Our self-service platform provides you with the absence
intelligence you need to better plan resource for the future and
positively impact employee wellbeing.

Book Holiday
Empower your employees by
giving them complete control
over booking and managing
their holidays.

Clear Visibility
Increased visibility for managers
as to whether a team member
is off sick, on holiday, or just
working from home.

Track Sickness
Help reduce sickness by
reporting on all absence through
our comprehensive reporting
dashboard.

79%
of staff on the Edays system

Automated Alerts
Automated alerts and notifications
sent to HR and mangers when
sickness is logged, employees
request holidays and more.

Secure Platform
Our platform is fully GDPR
compliant and hosted on
Microsoft’s industry-leading
Azure Cloud platform.

See how we can help you

use over 90% of their
entitlement, compared to
the national average of just

43%

Book a demo today
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